
Reference Form
External Study Program Scholarship Applicant

This section to be complaeted by applicant:

Name of applicant

Applicant's Union address 

Applicant's Union telephone number 

This section to be completed by reference:

 1.  How many years have you known the applicant? 

In what realationship? Advisor Supervisor Educator Work associate

 2.  Rank the applicant in the following areas:

Ability to

Adapt to new circumstances

Live independently

Get along with a variety of people

Deal with a degree of uncertainty

Adjust to a different academic 
structure and environment

Academic ability

Appropriateness of language skills to 
the program, if relevant
Integrity

Potential for growth and development

Would represent Union Appropriately

3.  Do you: 

Reference's Signature Date

*Exceptional     Above Average     Average       *Below Average              Not Observed

This student is applying for an External Study Program Scholarship and has named you as a reference.  After reading 
the student's essay and completing this form, please put it in a sealed envelope and return to the student. 

Name

Organization Title

Address

Other ____________

Work Ethic

Maturity

* If you ranked the applicant as Exceptional or Below Average in any area please explain on the back of this form.

If you have other comments on applicant's ability to engage successfully in an external study program, please give them on the back of this form. 

Highly Recommend Recommend Recommend with Reservation Not Recommend
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Work associate
 2.  Rank the applicant in the following areas:
Ability to
Adapt to new circumstances
Live independently
Get along with a variety of people
Deal with a degree of uncertainty
Adjust to a different academic structure and environment
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3.  Do you:   
Reference's Signature
Date
*Exceptional     Above Average     Average       *Below Average              Not Observed
This student is applying for an External Study Program Scholarship and has named you as a reference.  After reading the student's essay and completing this form, please put it in a sealed envelope and return to the student. 
Name
Organization
Title
Address
Other ____________
Work Ethic
Maturity
* If you ranked the applicant as Exceptional or Below Average in any area please explain on the back of this form.
If you have other comments on applicant's ability to engage successfully in an external study program, please give them on the back of this form. 
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